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Ground-water Policy-making Support:
USEM Optimization Modeling Plus GIS and Graphics

Richard C. Peralta1, A.M., ASCE, Christopher M. U. Neale1, A.M., Ali Gharbi1, Mazibur Khan1, Oscar Daza1, Douglas Ramsey2 and Kurt Vest1

Abstract

A support tool for ground-water management decision making involves integration of a multiobjective optimization model, GIS and graphics software. Two results are improved consideration of spatial data within the optimization model and improved conversion of optimal strategies to real-world application. Another result is improved visualization of the trade-offs involved between conflicting management goals.

Introduction

Assuring the sustained availability of groundwater of adequate quality and quantity requires integrating efforts of many agencies. This is so because contaminant movement is affected by ground-water pumping and vice versa. Contaminant movement can also be affected by use of approved site-specific water and chemical Best Management Practices, land uses or well-head protection regulations. Furthermore, in some locations, the legal right to use groundwater might be retained only to the extent that such use is sustainable and does not cause damage to others.

This paper demonstrates how a geographic information system (GIS) and graphics tools can be used to help integrate multiple agency goals for long-term ground-water management in the Salt Lake Valley. These tools facilitate use of the USEM (Utah State EMbedding) model, which computes optimal sustained yield ground-water...
management strategies. The computed optimal strategies satisfy restrictions which reflect agency objectives, water flow and contaminant transport.

Computing Optimal Ground-water Management Strategies using USEM

USEM is a modified version of a model previously described by Gharbi et al. (1990) and Peralta et al. (1991). USEM is an operations research style of optimization model which includes an objective function, constraint equations, and limits on variables. The objective function includes either a single objective (i.e. maximizing ground-water pumping) or multiple objectives. At present, explicit multiple objectives include: (1) maximizing ground-water pumping and (2) minimizing future exceedance of target contaminant concentration values. Weighting coefficients are used to emphasize attaining one objective over another.

Constraints include representation, through embedded finite difference equations, of steady and transient flow processes. Represented are: ground-water flow, evapotranspiration, flow from drains, stream-aquifer interflow and boundary flows. Other constraints use embedded finite element equations to describe contaminant transport and future concentrations.

Utilized limits on variables (or sums of variables) most commonly include those on ground-water pumping, potentiometric and ground-water flow magnitudes and directions. These bounds (or constraints) reflect goals of several agencies. For example, agencies responsible for water supply or water rights agencies sometimes desire to prevent excessive drawdowns. Other agencies might want to prevent water tables from rising too near to the ground surface and contacting existing contamination. Another agency might wish to keep water levels high to maintain baseflow to streams.

Processing and Interpreting Optimal Strategies using GIS and Graphical Software

USEM computes optimal sustainable ground-water pumping (extraction) strategies and the future heads that will result within a study area. Figure 1 illustrates sample results for Salt Lake Valley (cells range in size from 1.3 to 2.6 sq km). It shows drawdowns in the potentiometric surface by the end of the planning horizon and shows whether optimal pumping values are greater or less than current pumping. Contours are developed using SURFER (GSI, 1990).

Figure 2 shows sample results of using ARC/INFO (ESRI, 1989) to process the optimal pumping values for the area. ARC/INFO is a vector based GIS that integrates a
data base management system (INFO) with a spatial mapping system (ARC). ARC/INFO is used for compatibility with other agencies in Utah, even though it does not deal with gridded data as easily as does a vector based system. Using ARC/INFO will also facilitate overlaying other vector based data available for Salt Lake Valley.

Fig. 1. Drawdown Contours in the Principal Aquifer after 20 Years of Optimal Ground-water Pumping (ft), and Comparison between Optimal Pumping and Current Pumping (To convert to meters multiply by 0.305.)
Figure 3 illustrates a type of graphic important for presentation to decision makers. It shows a hypothetical range of optimal solutions to the multiobjective optimization problem. This exaggerated figure demonstrates to managers a conflict between attempting to maximize sustainable ground-water extraction and preventing the increase in ground-water contamination at
specific locations. This problem occurs because maximizing pumping usually increases drawdowns and hydraulic gradients, speeding contaminant migration.

![Pareto Optimum](image)

**Fig. 3.** Pareto Optimum of Conflicting Objectives for Maximizing Sustainable Ground-water Pumping and Minimizing Average Increase in Ground-water Contamination at Control Locations

**Anticipated GIS Uses with USEM**

In the future, ARC/INFO, or other GIS, will be used increasingly to formulate the optimization problems addressed by USEM. A GIS's unique ability to handle spatial and tabular data (soils, crops, water use, water rights, wells, land use, and others) in coverages that can be overlain, make it an ideal tool for generating input data for USEM. The same attributes will be increasingly utilized in producing products (such as maps) from USEM output.

These enhancements are important because the USEM discretization (cell grid), required for computational efficiency, is not ideal for real-world decision-making. For example, USEM output can help determine cells where a specific Best Management System (combination of irrigation efficiency and pesticide use) might be desired (to avoid ground-water contamination). However, one would probably not want to restrict water/chemical use in an entire cell. It is preferable to be able to adjust the boundaries of a restricted use area appropriately—within individual cells. That is where GIS capabilities can be very helpful.

Similarly, combining the abilities of USEM and GIS can aid water supply planning. USEM can help determine how much groundwater and surface water should be used in each cell. Ultimately however, water supply decisions should consider water service area pressure zones, which
are not generally described using a rectangular grid (Bishop et al. 1988). Converting cell-based optimal strategies into in-cell recommendations is important.

Summary

Long-term ground-water management is enhanced by use of optimization models, such as USEM, which consider both management goals and physical processes appropriately. However, the practical utility of such models is sometimes lessened because of the spatial discretization they use. To lessen computational difficulties, USEM uses a fairly regular or simplified spatial discretization scheme.

Linking USEM with other software can improve its utility. A GIS can process complex spatially variable data and prepare input in a discretization useful for USEM. Similarly, a GIS can help process optimal water use strategies (consisting of a separate value of ground water or surface water use for each cell) into in-cell distributions more useful for practical water management.

Systematic decision making is aided by enhancing data development and presentation. Data development and presentation are enhanced by coupling optimization models, GIS, and graphics software. The result of these activities should be improved water management policies.
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